WEST COAST FIESTA
(06 Nights and 07 Days Tour)

DAY 1: ARRIVE AIRPORT
Today you board your flight from Mumbai. Arrive into San Francisco and proceed to the hotel.
DAY 2: SAN FRANCISCO
San Francisco has much to offer to tourist, from its world famous wineries to some of the most breath taking views. We begin
today by meeting our licensed guide at the hotel. Start our tour by visiting Lombard street, Fisherman's Wharf ,Pier 39 , china
street and architectural marvel: Golden gate bridge. After tour, proceed abroad to Bay cruise which brings us up close with
Alcatraz Island. Later in the evening proceed back to the hotel. (B)
DAY 3: SAN FRANCISCO - LAS VEGAS
After breakfast we proceed to the airport for flight to Las Vegas. The sin city brings entertainment from its award winning
shows to some of the most award winning casinos. We star our today with an guided orientation to acquaint you with world
famous Las Vegas Blvd. Spend the evening at leisure to try your luck in the casinos or see a world famous show. Proceed
towards hotel. (B)
DAY 4: GRAND CANYON
We depart early this morning for some of the most breath taking views. Enjoy Packet Breakfast en route to canyon. After a
Scenic three hour drive we will switch to buses and head in to the indian Reserve. Take the optional Helicopter ride that flies
you over the Colorado river and around the Cayon offering you some of the most breath taking views. If a helicopter ride isn't
for you view the cayon's many stops including the skywalk, indian village and western town. On our way back we will make a
photo shop at Hooover Dam,one of the seven engineering wonders. Proceed back to hotel to freshen up. (B)
DAY 5: LAS VEGAS - LOS ANGELES
Today we depart for Los Angeles, California in the home of Hollywood. LA is known as the entertainment capital of the world,
one head of the Bollywood. Enroute we will stop in Barstow, where you will have a couple hours to shop at factory Outlets
such as Rebook, Nike, Tommy Hilfiger and much more. Upon arrival into LA we check into the hotel. Later proceed to
Hollywood for a guided orientation tour covering: Hollywood Walk of fame, Grauman's Chinese Theatre, Kodak Theatre.
Proceed back to hotel to freshen up. (B)
DAY 6: UNIVERSAL STUDIOS
After Breakfast take an optional take an optional limo ride to visit the homes of famous celebrities. Then we proceed onto
Universal studios, where you can go behind the scenes and see how movies are really made. Spend the full day exploring the
different attractions that Universal has to offer. Proceed to the hotel. (B)
DAY 7: DEPARTURE
After Breakfast, checkout from hotel and proceed towards the airport to board flight back to Mumbai. (B)

